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Summary

The peoples of the earth are faced with environmental damage inflicted by unsustainable patterns of growth and development that could threaten our ability to sustain human populations. Gathering information concerning the state of the planet, gaining knowledge concerning what the information means for sustainable development, and acting wisely in developing policies to manage activities globally is imperative. A necessary step in this process is to be clear about the nature of data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. This article introduces and explores each of these concepts, pointing out their complexities, their relationships to one another, their uncertainties, and their optimal use. Data are defined as simple facts, either quantitative or qualitative. Information is defined as organized data. Knowledge is defined as the ability to understand the meaning of information. This meaning is highly specialized; it changes as the context changes, as information is derived by different methods and mechanisms or communicated by different persons, and as the use to which it will be put changes. Wisdom is defined as the ability to act appropriately on knowledge. It requires an interdisciplinary synthesis and is informed and driven by values. As such it requires a sense of community and an atmosphere of trust to flourish. The gist of this article is that data, information and knowledge are necessary but not sufficient for supporting sustainable development and global security. Moving beyond knowledge concerning what information means to actions driven by a collective wisdom is essential.

1. Introduction

According to business and labor leaders, the developed free-market countries are in the midst of a transformation to a knowledge society, a society in which knowledge will be the primary personal and economic resource. Developing countries will be close behind, transforming in similar ways. Natural resources, labor, and capital, long considered to be the only meaningful resources, will become secondary; they can be obtained and managed only if there is knowledge. In the new economy, what is truly valuable is the ability to use knowledge effectively, creatively and wisely. At the same time, the peoples of the earth are faced with environmental damage inflicted by unsustainable patterns of growth and development that could threaten our ability to sustain human populations.

Within this context, gathering information concerning the state of the planet, gaining knowledge concerning what the information means for sustainable development, and acting wisely in developing policies to manage activities globally is imperative. A necessary step in this process is to be clear about the nature of data, information, knowledge, and wisdom. This article introduces and explores each of these concepts, pointing out their complexities, their relationships to one another, their uncertainties,
and their optimal use. Data will be defined as simple facts, either quantitative or qualitative. Thus “16,562,000” is a quantitative datum, while “The population of Mexico City is large” is a qualitative datum. Information will be defined as organized data. Thus, Table I provides information.

Source: United Nations, Dept. for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>City, Country</th>
<th>Pop (thousand)</th>
<th>Pop projected (thousand)</th>
<th>Annual Growth Rate (percent)</th>
<th>Percent Increase for:</th>
<th>Percent Increase for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td>26,959</td>
<td>28,887</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>36.36</td>
<td>7.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mexico City, Mexico</td>
<td>16,562</td>
<td>19,180</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>15.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Sao Paulo, Brazil</td>
<td>16,533</td>
<td>20,320</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>64.56</td>
<td>22.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>New York City, U.S.</td>
<td>16,332</td>
<td>17,602</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>7.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Population of the World’s Largest Cities

Knowledge will be defined as the ability to understand the meaning of information. This meaning is highly specialized; it changes as the context changes, as information is derived by different methods and mechanisms or communicated by different persons, and as the use to which it will be put changes. Wisdom will be defined as the ability to act appropriately on knowledge. It requires an interdisciplinary synthesis and is informed and driven by values. As such it requires a sense of community and an atmosphere of trust to flourish.

Data and information have been carefully analyzed for quite some time, and much has been learned. Knowledge and wisdom are more elusive, and even though they have been the subject of philosophical discourse for centuries, these concepts have just recently been revisited in an effort to derive practical guidance from them. The increasing inclusion of diverse voices (specifically, women and “non-western” voices) has led to significant advances in our understanding of the nature of knowledge. A whole set of subjective factors – gender, race, class, age, education, historical location, religious and political identifications, and personal careabouts and enthusiasms – has been determined to be significant to knowing and knowledge. Furthermore, knowers are now recognized to be epistemically dependent upon one another; this dependence makes creating, holding, applying, and sharing knowledge a collaborative effort. Research also suggests that there are multiple ways of knowing that can make efforts at collaboration both more difficult and, ultimately, more productive. Finally, knowledge and values are intimately connected. We come to know what we care to know, and thus a full accounting of our knowledge will include the values that drive it.
Knowledge alone is not enough, however. To thrive on a planet with increasing populations and diminishing resources, appropriate action must be taken on existing knowledge. This requires negotiating meanings and values across disciplines and across cultural differences. It requires a knowledge community that allows for trusting epistemic relations, not just interactions. Aristotle’s notions of intellectual and moral virtue are helpful in understanding how the development of intellectual and moral character can create the motivation required to apply knowledge wisely.

The gist of this article is that data, information and knowledge are necessary but not sufficient for supporting sustainable development and global security. Moving beyond knowledge concerning what information means to actions driven by a collective wisdom is essential. The nature of data and information is relatively well understood; obtaining data and presenting information pose challenges that will be discussed below. Knowledge and wisdom are less well understood. Thus this article will begin with brief discussions of data and information, and focus most attention on knowledge and wisdom.

2. Data

Masses of data by themselves have little or no value. Nonetheless, the careful collection and storage of relevant data is essential to any knowledgeable enterprise. Data collection at an international level presents multiple difficulties such as:
- disagreement concerning which data are relevant
- lack of consistent definitions
- use of different statistical methods
- gaps in data as a result of haphazard collection efforts
- inaccurate data as a result of flawed collection methods
- the overburdening of data collection systems

When data are intelligently organized they convey information, and what information is conveyed depends upon just how the data are organized.

3. Information

Information is organized data. Database technology, statistical analysis software, and graphing software allow the electronic storage, transmission and display of data in myriad forms and configurations. Indeed, the dissemination of information has been made so easy that problems of information overload have been created. Careful decisions must be made concerning what information should be given, to whom, and how often. Answers to these questions are highly context dependent, and require the combined expertise of domain specialists, computer technologists, and policy makers.

One question regarding information that deserves close attention is this: How should the information be presented? When the right data are in the right place at the right time and are organized in the right way they become information. Research has shown that some methods of displaying and analyzing data are better than others, and this means that the movement from mere data to information must be undertaken with care. Policy makers base their policies on the information available to them, and the organization and
display of data that constitute that information can have momentous consequences. Two cases will serve to illustrate this important point.

3.1. The Decision to Launch the Space Shuttle Challenger

On January 28, 1986 the U.S. space shuttle Challenger exploded and seven astronauts died. The cause of the accident was traced to two rubber O-rings that lost their resiliency because of the cold temperature (ambient temperatures were in the low 30s and the O-rings were less than $20^\circ F$) on the day of the launch. Lacking resiliency, the O-rings leaked, and a torch-like flame burned through the side of one of the booster rockets. That flame engulfed the fuel tank, which then ruptured and exploded, destroying the shuttle. In his book *Visual Information*, Edward R. Tufte gives a fascinating analysis of the information available to those who made the decision to launch the shuttle. This information consisted of 13 charts prepared by the Morton Thiokol engineers who designed the rocket. The information was faxed to NASA, the government agency responsible for the flight, on the day before the launch. Based on this information, the Thiokol engineers opposed the launching, their first “no launch” recommendation in 12 years. The charts failed to convince the decision makers and NASA, however, and the launch was approved.

All of the data to support a no-launch decision were available at the time of the launch decision. The problem was that the charts failed to display the relevant data in a way that the causal relationship between cold temperatures and O-ring failure could be seen. For example, one chart displayed data about blow by (soot detected in the joints upon post-launch examination) and temperature for two launches. No data about erosion of the O-rings were included, and the data were limited to just two launches. Other charts provided data for test motors, data showing no O-ring erosion on warm day launches, and data showing some erosion on warm day launches. What was needed was a table that showed the complete history of temperatures and O-ring conditions for all 24 previous launches. Had the data been displayed in such a table, it would have been obvious that the Challenger would be at risk. While two launches on warm days resulted in some O-ring damage, every launch below $66^\circ F$ resulted in damaged O-rings. The Challenger was scheduled to be launched at temperatures predicted to be $29^\circ F$, a full $37^\circ F$ cooler than $66^\circ F$.

What can be learned from this story? Some ways of organizing data are better than others. Data are organized and information is displayed to support particular intellectual tasks. The way in which this is done significantly affects the ability of decision makers to make knowledgeable decisions.

3.2. The Framing of Medical Decisions

Research has shown that the way in which data are framed and problems formulated can have a significant impact on how people make decisions. McNeil, Pauker, & Tversky report on a series of studies that show that preferences among options for medical treatment are influenced dramatically by the way in which data concerning probabilistic outcomes are organized and presented. In one study participants were given a choice
between two treatments for cancer: surgery or radiation therapy. Statistical data regarding the effectiveness of the two therapies at three different points in time were given: immediately after treatment, after one year, and after five years. The data indicated that surgery presents a greater immediate risk than radiation therapy, but offers a higher life expectancy. All participants received the same information, but the data were framed differently. For one half of the participants data were framed in terms of mortality, or the percentage of patients who died; for the other half data were framed in terms of survival, or the percentage of patients who survived. When survival rates for radiation therapy were given and compared to survival rates for surgery (100% for radiation therapy, 90% for surgery), 18% of respondents favored radiation therapy. When the same data were framed in terms of mortality (10 % for surgery, 0% for radiation therapy), 44% of respondents favored radiation therapy. This dramatic effect on choice was the same across populations of clinic patients, statistically astute business students and experienced physicians. Furthermore, the effect did not change significantly when the therapies were identified simply as “Therapy A” and “Therapy B.”

Other studies documented similar effects for participants given options for lung cancer therapies and for couples deciding whether to forego pregnancy in the face of a specified risk of an abnormal child. When mixed frames (mortality and survival) were presented the results were intermediate between the results for mortality and survival. In all of these studies, the same data were presented to all participants. Their responses varied depending on how the data were organized or framed.

There appears to be no “right” way to frame data. The fact that different formulations produced reliably different results suggests that a single frame is not entirely adequate. Because mixed frames draw attention to both positive and negative aspects, it might be argued that mixed frames are to be preferred. At the very least, these studies suggest that serious consideration must always be given to the framing of information.

3.3. So what?

Data have been gathered and organized into information for centuries. Computers have made the process more efficient, but haven't alleviated the problems posed by inconsistent definition, haphazard collection, and data gaps. Because data are the foundation upon which information, knowledge and wisdom rest, it is essential that data gatherers be alert to these problems. A thoughtful information display of inconsistently defined data elements serves no one well. Additionally, data must be organized in a manner that best addresses the questions being asked and the problems being addressed. Awareness of the power of information to mislead, misinform, and to bias decisions is a significant step toward the proper management of information. The examples discussed here have easy analogies to the domain of sustainable development. Simply change the question from:
"Will the low predicted temperature have an adverse effect on the O-rings?"
to "Will the predicted rise in temperature have an adverse effect on crop production?"
or "Will the rise in population have an adverse effect on air quality?"

Answering such questions and acting wisely on behalf of the planet are unrealistic goals...
unless data are gathered carefully and information is presented thoughtfully. Even in the best of circumstances, however, information isn't enough. Knowing what to do entails grasping the meaning of information. Acting wisely requires motivation driven by appropriate values.

4. Knowledge

Assume perfect data appropriately presented as information. What is involved in knowing? What is involved in grasping the meaning of information? What, precisely, is knowledge? And where is it? And what are its important features? Recent research into the nature of human knowledge and human knowers has uncovered six features that characterize knowledge, knowers, and the act of knowing:

1. Knowledge is situated
2. Knowers are epistemically dependent
3. Knowledge requires trust
4. Knowledge and values are intimately connected
5. Knowledge can be tacit as well as explicit
6. There are multiple ways of knowing

The discussion that follows is made difficult by the fact that knowledge is multifaceted. Knowledge can be thought of as a product, such as an interpretation of the meaning of Table 1. It can also be thought of as a process of coming to know, such as coming to know the meaning of the information presented in Table 1. Both the product and process are intimately connected to the knowers who generate them. Readers are advised that the focus in the discussion that follows will shift from product to process to knowers and back again as required by the context.

4.1. Knowledge is Situated

It is tempting, and perhaps traditional, to think of knowledge as something that develops and resides in people’s heads. Indeed, the image of Rodin’s thinker is well-known, at least to many Westerners, and epitomizes this view of knowledge and knowers – knowledge is a pure, abstract and permanent commodity, and knowers are solitary, independent beings. This presumption has strongly influenced the way in which many knowledge management efforts have proceeded, and may account for some of their difficulties. While there certainly are some situations in which knowledge is permanent and in which we come to know primarily in an independent fashion, the presumption that the pursuit of knowledge is ideally an individual pursuit divorced from historical, social, or even biological context, and that knowledge is “in the head” of the knower is misleading and in most cases false.

Consider again the information presented in Table 1. The information is provided by the United Nations Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis. This organization has gathered the data that populates Table 1 and has organized it according to the schema shown. What can be known on the basis of the information provided on Table 1? Answering this question requires consideration of the context in which knowledge is generated and understood. Knowledge, indeed, is situated and can be understood only relative to its particular context, which is at once political, corporate,
physical, social, and psychological.

4.1.1. What is context?

The word “context” comes from the Latin, *contexere*, which means "to weave together, to join together, to compose." To say that knowledge is situated in a context is to say that what knowledge is is a function of the weaving together of the elements that make up context. It is the interconnected whole that gives meaning to the parts. But what are the parts? What are the elements that constitute context? At the very least, the following elements constitute the context in which knowledge gleaned from Table 1 is situated:

- the global environment
- the culture of the United Nations Department for Economic and Social Information and Policy Analysis
- the physical setting, or “the room” in which the Table is generated
- informal knowledge communities
- personal knowledge sources
- the knowers themselves

All these elements, woven together, constitute context. The elements are dynamic and ever-changing, are interpreted by individual knowers, and are woven by them into the fabric of their knowledge. Understanding knowledge requires understanding of both what each of these elements is, and also how individual knowers interpret them. Notice the complexity of knowledge relative to simple data. A number may just be a number, but the manner of its presentation as information and the meaning that can be culled from it are complex indeed!
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